NATURAL LIFE STYLES is the information exchange about cooperative survival... the magazine in which ingenious people help everyone else become ingenious...

NLS tells you things like

How to survive in supermarkets
How to make your kids giggle
How to blow bigger bubbles

Four times a year, NLS puts you on the road to artistic coping

Subscriptions (per year): $9.00 (individuals); $29.50 (institutions)

"NLS TAKES THE TIME AND TROUBLE TO DO A FULL JOB"
--The Whole Earth Catalog

VIDEOSCOPE

VIDEOSCOPE, a new magazine that goes beyond the portapak into the professional world...

VIDEOSCOPE, a new magazine that reports on all levels of video: national and international news, industry notes, local college activities...

VIDEOSCOPE, a new magazine covering all aspects of video: people (profiled), equipment (evaluated), publications (reviewed), applications (applied). Some upcoming VIDEOSCOPE subjects: "Cable vs. the Airwaves," "Videotape for TV News," "Television in Canada, England, Japan and Around the World."

VIDEOSCOPE, a new magazine that serves as a two-way medium: a magazine where reader questions and reader ideas/information become future VIDEOSCOPE articles and features...

VIDEOSCOPE, a new piece of equipment for people into video...

SUBSCRIPTIONS: $9.50 per year (individuals); $19.50 per year (institutions)

Order NLS and VIDEOSCOPE from:

Gordon and Breach One Park Avenue New York, N.Y. 10016